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Organizing SOftware grOwth and diStributed develOpment: the CaSe Of abinit By Yann Pouillon, Jean-Michel Beuken, Thierry Deutsch, Marc Torrent, and Xavier Gonze W hen it comes to developing scientific software, the most prominent trait of scientists gathered around a specific project is their varied approach to computer science: they're not employed as developers, and they're often self-taught programmers. Such a community typically includes students, young researchers, and more experienced scientists; together they reflect a great diversity of skills, availability, commitment, and experience. The main challenge is to help each project member move smoothly from science to programming and then back to science, while always keeping science the priority. Beyond a certain group size, the high turnover among PhDs and post-docs, as well as the heavy administrative burden senior scientists face, strongly pushes the community to structure itself and organize its activities to keep pace as the project grows.
Started in 1997 on the basis of a legacy code, Abinit has been written by scientists for scientists and has been delivered under the GNU General Public License (GPL) since 2000. Abinit is a full-feature software package for the first-principles atomic-scale simulation of materials and nanosystems based on quantum mechanics and electromagnetism as embodied in the Density Functional Theory (DFT) and Many-Body Perturbation Theory (MBPT) frameworks. For such systems, Abinit gives direct access to a wide range of properties-including electronic, vibrational, dielectric, and magnetic-for which the expertise of dozens of international scientists has been crucial. (Details of Abinit's scientific use are available elsewhere.
)
Today, Abinit has more than 1,000 registered users. In addition to its 500,000 lines of Fortran 90 contained in 1,500 files, Abinit features about 600 automatic tests. With 16 tutorials, documentation, a forum, and much more, Abinit's companion website (www.abinit.org) lets the newcomer step in smoothly and progressively discover all of its features. A semiprivate developer section provides contributors with additional documentation and data.
Over the past decade, a yearly average of 45 expert scientists from around the world have contributed to the project. Abinit's continued growth has been made possible through a global project mutation over the past five years. This mutation included complete code restructuring, role redistribution, and enhancement; automation of various development steps; and workflow design and adjustment. Although we tried to use existing tools as much as possible to manage developers and their contributions, our project's specific needs couldn't always be met this way, and we had to develop our own utilities as well.
Many software management tools have been introduced over the years, offering a rather sophisticated development context for the Abinit developer community. In addition to the freedom and openness of the open source license, developers enjoy validation and portability tools, a build system conceived for extensibility, Web-based information sharing, and various other tools.
Here, we present the Abinit development context's numerous componentswhich include software tools and human procedures-and discuss their strengths and weaknesses. As guidance, we use the following questions:
• How can we make it easy for scientists to contribute to a software application section, especially when they didn't write it and their programming skills are limited? • How can we let developers contribute using their own development hardware, while also preserving the code's overall portability? • How can we prevent developers from destroying other developers' work? • Which specialized management tasks must be carried out by selected individuals, and what training/ profile should these people have?
We'll now address each of these questions from different viewpoints.
Scientists Developing Software
In Abinit, the contributors are divided into geographical and topical teams, and responsibilities are attributed according to both skills and commitment. As Figure 1 shows, the project is structured around a few key components and roles. Most Abinit contributors are regular developers; they're given all the necessary infrastructure to efficiently contribute to the code and participate in any discussions preceding important decisions. A few contributors are maintainers; instead of simply developing new features and user documentation, they ensure that the other developers continue contributing to the project. All maintainers are skilled volunteers. Some maintainers take care of core software components, such as the build system or the developer documentation. Others are responsible for an infrastructure, such as the forge, test farm, forums, or website. The remaining maintainers manage essential processes, such as merging or packaging. Good coordination among maintainers is of utmost importance for the project's progress. This is why their number is minimized and their communications are maximized. This is especially true for those in contact with external facilities, such as computing centers or Linux distributions. Having a computer scientist among the maintainers is also a boon for the project, as this person provides advice on such things as external software use, keeping complicated platform configurations working and up-to-date state, and bringing various services to the community.
One critical and time-consuming Abinit role is that of the gatekeepers. Currently, we have one global gatekeeper-who's also the project leader-and one geographical gatekeeper. The gatekeepers have several missions:
• act as human reviewers for regular developers' proposed contributions; • request changes in accepted contributions and refuse contributions that aren't acceptable; • set the pace for merging contributions by publishing a corresponding schedule; • ensure that each branch maintains synchronization with the main repository, sometimes encouraging and helping developers to include out-of-sync contributions; • regularly meet with developers to share news, inform them of software and hardware upgrades, and discuss policy changes or practical issues; and • train developers to raise the overall team's programming skills and technical understanding.
Although not always contributing code to Abinit, the forum moderators are a great help in maintaining a pleasant atmosphere among users and developers. In addition to sharing their experiences in using the code and navigating its peculiarities, they also protect the discussions from spammers.
Last but not least, an advisory committee made of selected developers supervises the organization of events-mainly developer workshops and hands-on tutorials-and discusses political and legal issues.
The Abinit Build System
Because Abinit's developer base consists of scientists who have different programming skills and use various computer platforms, we must give them help in building and testing their code.
Abinit's build system fulfills three main objectives:
• provide a portable, automatic way to synchronize the build information with the source tree's current status; • hide as much complexity as possible from the developers while also providing them with sufficient customizability; and • be invisible to end users. For the build system, we chose a set of Python scripts and Python-INI (http://docs.python.org/library/ configparser.html) configuration files both to ensure good portability and because Abinit developers must install Python anyway to access the Abinit forge. We also need Abinit to conform with high-quality programming standards, such as the GNU Coding Standards (w w w.gnu.org/prep/ standards). For this reason, we designed the Abinit build system as a layer added on top of GNU Autotools, 2 automatically creating as many files as needed for Autotools to work properly and compensating for their lack of Fortran 90 support. By handling 95 percent of the changes introduced by typical development tasks, the build system also suppresses the need for developers to learn Autotools, which would have been the biggest obstacle to their adoption in the Abinit project.
The biggest simplification of developers' work is that the build system generates Abinit's 80 makefiles, keeping them permanently consistent with the source tree. It also ensures that the Abinit test suite is run when invoking make check, permitting full build automation (as required, for example, by the Abinit test farm). It installs the files in agreement with the File-system Hierarchy Standard (FHS; see www.pathname.com/fhs), a document describing where various file types should be installed on any Unix-compliant platform to facilitate the packagers' work, such as for Linux distributions. Essentially, the build system transforms Abinit developers into simple Autotools end users, while the maintainers take care of most of the underlying complexity.
What differentiates the Abinit build system from many others is that it lets user internally build Abinit's external dependencies, such as basic linear algebra subroutines (BLAS) and Lapack (www.netlib.org), BigDFT, 3 and NetCDF (www.unidata.ucar.edu/ software/netcdf ). When enabled at configure-time, the corresponding source packages are downloaded by Abinit's configure script and built before the core source tree with the same build parameters as for Abinit itself. Although this is a benefit when debugging and testing new developments and portability, it isn't much appreciated by packagers and introduces much additional complexity in the build system itself: different packages must be built in different ways, some of them must be patched before compilation, and some must be built before others.
A script, codename Abilint, plays an essential role at the build system's core. Its presence is required because the Autotools can't track down dependencies among Fortran 90 files, as well as because of Abinit's hybrid nature: some routines can be found in Fortran modules, while others are stand-alone. In the latter case, the compiler has no information about each routine's interface and can't check the number of arguments and their types. This can be highly damaging in a context where scientists are developing the software. Abilint was initially developed to build each subroutine's interface automatically, so that the compiler could properly check the arguments' validity. It was then extended to track the dependencies between a source tree subdirectory's own subroutines and between subdirectories.
To perform this task, we had to write an almost full regular-expressionbased parser of Fortran 90 in Python. A few Fortran parsers existed but were a bit limited and didn't preserve the code, which is why we decided to develop our own. For each subdirectory in Abinit's core source, Abilint determines the interfaces of all stand-alone subroutines and stores them in a Fortran module. In a second pass, it introduces, for example, use interfaces _dir1, into each subroutine calling a stand-alone subroutine of the dir1/ subdirectory. On the way, Abilint builds a complete Abinit call tree, which is used when generating makefiles, checking for programming rule violations, and detecting possible circular dependencies.
Abilint is essential to caring for Abinit's whole source, which would otherwise be tedious and extremely time-consuming to carry out manually. It currently takes approximately 1 minute to explore the 1,500 core source files, which contain nearly 5,000 subprograms. There's actually much room for optimization, but this would require a complete script rewrite, which would take someone a considerable amount of time.
The Abinit Test Suite
Developing new features often interferes with other simultaneous developments or introduces bugs that impact older features. The goal of a test suite is to maintain a software application's overall quality over time by properly addressing such issues. Abinit's programming rules stipulate that every new feature must include at least one test that will be included in the test suite. This means that the test suite must be easily expandable and flexible. A test case's definition indeed implies not only the setup of an input file by the developer, but also the acquisition of an associated reference output file and the writing of the corresponding documentation. Portability is often an issue: because the reference output file is generated on a specific reference platform, other platforms might have numerical differences, raising the difficult question of tolerance criteria.
The Abinit test suite contains more than 600 test cases organized in 18 test groups. The definition of test groups lets us treat different testing contexts separately, corresponding to various combinations of build parameters such as the presence or absence of libraries or specific hardware, and experimental feature activation or deactivation. Each test comprises three steps: preparing the input data, running one of the main binaries, and comparing the results to the reference output. All steps are performed by a set of homemade Perl scripts and their configuration files. To facilitate script running, we included a series of targets in the test suite's makefile as well.
For each test, several files are produced, including Abinit's usual output files and the output files of the subsequent analysis. Among the latter, one file is generated by the script fldiff-for "floating diff"-which can consider as nonsignificant the difference between floating point numbers under some tolerance. At this stage in the analysis, each file is examined using one global tolerance level, defined at the fldiff script's runtime. Next, we activate another level of analysis for each test group using looser tolerance criteria to determine whether a test has succeeded, passed, or failed. The difference between succeeding and passing is that, to be considered a success, the test must meet the fldiff script's tolerance criteria; if it meets the looser criteria, it simply passes. At the end of a whole test-suite run, a report script produces a global summary (see Figure 2) .
The Abinit Forge
The Abinit forge is built upon Bazaar (http://bazaar.canonical.com)-a distributed version control system (DVCS) described as "DVCS for human beings"-and a SSH server using the public-key authentication mechanism. This simple combination provides considerable flexibility, which is essential to dealing with the Abinit developer community's diversity.
Bazaar offers interesting advantages:
• newcomers can learn the basics within minutes and be operational in less than an hour, • all developers can organize their contributions and workflows in their own way, and • we're totally free to reconfigure our server as we like because Bazaar can adapt to almost any kind of infrastructure.
Every developer owns a Bazaar shared repository that stores all of their branches. This balances optimized use of disk space and fast data access with flexible permissions management and simple maintenance procedures. Two of the 48 existing repositories are special: one is dedicated to the trunk (that is, the reference branches) and the other belongs to a team. For each Abinit version, a private and a public branch are automatically created in each repository. Beginners and tutors also get training branches. Everyone is free to add as many other branches as they like to their own repository at any time. Every day, a script checks for commits in the public branches and prepares the corresponding data for the Abinit test farm. Another script goes through the private branches and makes all of those containing contributions available through a password-protected section of the Abinit website, allowing all developers to browse the full contents of any branch. Combined with Internet telephony or chat, the latter constitutes a powerful way of organizing collaborative developments involving remote places.
A forge maintainer is responsible for ensuring Abinit forge's availability, writing and testing maintenance and management scripts, and ensuring that developers are using their branches properly. The latter requires a lot of vigilance because Bazaar provides many degrees of freedom and newcomers are quite imaginative when it comes to making unexpected mistakes.
The Abinit Test Farm
To keep individual developments aligned with the project's global objectives, all contributions must be periodically reviewed. It's indeed well known that every new development has a significant probability of breaking another feature's correct behavior. Also, a new development might not fully respect the language standard, and thus might break the ability to build the whole package on a different platform used by another developer. We address this concern in the set-up of Abinit's test suite and test farm. The latter examines each developer's tentative contribution every night. This test farm not only builds the developer's latest proposed contributions, but also runs the Abinit test suite and validates the results. The whole test set is performed, on the slowest machine, in about two hours. This rate is sufficient to manage a dozen developers' daily contributions-a number that's rarely exceeded. Thanks to this tool, each developer's contribution is validated before it's considered for the weekly merge in the main version of Abinit (the trunk).
The Abinit test farm consists of two distinct parts: a series of computer platforms providing various development and running environments, and Buildbot (http://buildbot.net), a framework to automate software building and testing and thus validate code changes. By automatically rebuilding and testing the source tree each time something has changed, we pinpoint build problems early, before other developers are inconvenienced by the failure. Also, the guilty developer can be identified and harassed, even without human intervention. By running the builds on a variety of platforms, developers who can't test their changes everywhere before checking them in will at least know shortly afterwards whether they've broken the build and encountered portability issues.
In practice, Buildbot consists of a single build master and one or more build slaves linked through a clientserver paradigm (see Figure 3 ):
• The server, or build master, is the central point of control; it receives code modification notices through a nightly script, distributes the build tasks, and gathers status information from the slaves to inform the developers about the success or failure of the entire process. • The client, or build slave, builds and tests all modified branches; it goes through a series of predefined build steps including shell scripts, compiler invocations, and test commands.
The build slaves offer various configurations as a mixture of little-endian and big-endian (multi)processors systems, representative of both desktop computers and large-scale computing facilities. The available architectures also provide diverse open source and proprietary operating systems, compilers, and libraries. Developers can connect directly to the platforms and access their tested branch to analyze and fix the problems.
As the builds are performed, BuildBot sends various status messages via email and Web status notifications. The messages are processed by homemade scripts and displayed on the Abinit website (see Figure 4) . The results are sorted by build slave, revision number, and contributor name. Color codes let the developers easily pinpoint offending build steps and locate the corresponding code revision and slave. Web links from the status table provide statistics and further information for debugging.
One of the test farm platforms is set as the reference platform. The test suite's output files on this particular platform can be used periodically to cautiously update Abinit's reference output files. As we described earlier, for a branch to be accepted in Abinit all tests must succeed on the reference platform; on all other platforms, they simply have to pass. For example, the branch presented in Figure 2 doesn't have any failing tests, but not all tests are strictly successful, so it can't be merged if this happens on the reference platform.
Developer Documentation
The Abinit source files contain both the documentation and executable code. Compilers will handle the executable code, while the textual documentation will be processed independently and generate Web documentation pages to browse the sources. The latter step is performed by RoboDOC (www.xs4all. nl/~rfsber/Robo/robodoc.html), a language-independent documentation generator that uses configurable tags in comments. In addition to being a webpage generation tool, RoboDOC has forced the Abinit developer community to adhere to strict documentation standards (structuring documentation using tags), on the basis of which some scripts have been developed. As an example, the lists of "parents" (calling routines) and "children" (called routines) are produced for every subroutine by a Perl script, then placed in the sources under the proper RoboDOC tag for further processing by RoboDOC itself.
We chose RoboDOC for Abinit in 2000 for our first Web release for two crucial reasons: its license (GNU GPL) and its ability to deal with any programming language. RoboDOC might not be the most powerful tool to perform this task, but its simplicity, ease of use, and maturity largely overcome any possible lack of features.
Release Management
With dozens of contributors-each with their own expertise-spread throughout the world, ensuring good coordination of Abinit's development entails daily issues. Although most developers work on distinct parts of Abinit, developments undertaken over several months are likely to interfere with each other. The private versions on which each developer works might thus diverge and lead to deep conflicts at merge time; to avoid this, we recommend that developers synchronize their branches on a regular basis. In our current strategy, we've found that a weekly gathering of the contributions that are deemed ready by their developers is sufficient to avoid major conflicts at merge time over normal development cycles. Not all contributors keep such a sustained contribution rate: some of them might simply merge the contributions from others in their own private branch, without releasing theirs. However, every five to six weeks, we organize a mandatory synchronization event. At that time, we might perform major global operations, such as additional source code checks and reformatting, before all contributors resume their development efforts.
Abinit's release management incorporates yet another mechanism governing Abinit's Web availability for production purposes. Despite nightly testing, it's clear that bugs are introduced in Abinit in the development process: although already incorporating more than 600 test cases, figure 4 . the test farm's online status table. Each line represents a developer branch, and each column corresponds to a build slave. A blue cell means that both the build and tests of the branch succeeded, while an orange one indicates a failed attempt. In the latter case, a Web link points to more detailed information. the test suite can't cover all possible combinations of options in different working modes of Abinit. Also, the initial implementation of a feature often contains bugs. To reconcile the Web-delivered Abinit version's need for a continuous development flow with the need for stability and progressive liberation from defects, the Abinit development flow uses a double branch set system. So, in addition to the main development branch set, which synchronizes with the Abinit development version (and has a nonnegligible bug-creation rate), each developer has a separate branch set for fixing bugs in a version that has been released in production on the website. In other words, there are always two active versions of Abinit in the Abinit forge. The bug fixes are collected in the production version's trunk and released to deliver a series of increasingly debugged versions to Abinit users. These bugs fixes are also ported into the development branches weekly.
We offer a new Web release of a production version from the development branches three to four times a year. Each of these production versions might give birth to two or three progressively more debugged versions, also available on the Web. Figure 5 illustrates this, showing the recent waterfall of Abinit 6 from January to May 2010. For the branch labeling, the common ancestor is 6.0.0; we used 6.0.0 to initialize 6.0.1, 6.0.2, and 6.0.3, corresponding to a progressive debugging. We also used 6.0.0 to initialize 6.1.0, the new development branch, which was followed by 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 development branches.
A lthough we've described here various aspects of the Abinit developer environment and our motivations, we've purposefully ignored a description of the development efforts themselves. Although the latter clearly gives rise to scientific progress, we're convinced that scientific developers' time is best spent if the development team exerts a sizeable effort to improve the developer environment over the years. This is especially important for a group effort in a decadelong software project.
In this respect, several aspects of Abinit development are being continuously improved. Now that the tests and programming rules provide some safeguards against bug introduction and prevent important regressions, we plan to introduce new kinds of tests to prevent CPU and memory usage deterioration. In particular, we want to improve the early detection of memory leaks. We're also thinking about further automation for source-code management to better unify stylistic aspects. Finally, documentation and testing should rely on a unified database to make them more systematically complete and comprehensive.
Over the past decade, the growing Abinit developer community's evolving needs have found satisfactory solutions, greatly improving the capability of collaborative development and maintenance within the software project. Now that we have an adequate incrementally built environment and clear specifications matching our present and future needs, it might be time to redesign entire parts of this environment to improve user-friendliness, modularity, ease of maintenance, and the ability to continue evolving. Other issues, such as the use of a proper bugtracking system, are beginning to surface as well. Last but not least, by participating in the packaging efforts related to Abinit dependencies-and thus to improve their overall quality and availability-we hope to progressively liberate Abinit from the internal build of external packages, simultaneously creating and expanding relationships with other developer communities. 
